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foreword
Welcome Fellow Marketer:
Every day I encounter marketers who are working to create a data-driven
organization. Some are at the very early stages and just starting to scratch
the surface; others are many years into the process and leveraging advanced
techniques—and technologies—to help them achieve their goals.
At Visual IQ, we wanted to create a resource to which marketers could turn for
advice on this process from their peers who have already done it, whether at a
brand, an agency, or a solution provider. The result is Data-Driven Marketing: 29
Experts Tell You How to Transform Your Marketing Organization.
We asked each expert for the advice he or she would give a peer if that person
were seeking to make his or her marketing organization more data driven,
and I’m thrilled with the incredibly diverse advice these experts gave. The
insights range from internal change management and breaking down channel/
departmental silos to advice about technology and the implementation process.
Underlying these topics are insights around the need for marketing attribution
and a holistic view of your overall marketing ecosystem.
We think there’s something useful for everyone, and we hope you’ll find a few
specific gems within these pages that you can use at your organization.

Regards,
Manu Mathew
Co-Founder & CEO, Visual IQ
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As a pioneer in the space, Visual IQ
has been producing the world’s most
powerful cross channel marketing
attribution software since 2006.
Its hosted IQ Intelligence Suite of
products combines a user-friendly
interface with advanced attribution
management and predictive
modeling functionality to provide
clear recommendations for marketing
optimization. Recognized as a leader
in cross channel attribution by a
leading market research firm in 2014,
Visual IQ won The Drum’s 2015 Digital
Trading Award for Best Attribution
Solution, won the 2014 ASPY Award
for Best Data or Analytics Solution,
and was a finalist in the Digital
Analytics Association’s Excellence
Awards in 2013, 2014 and 2015. For
more information, visit
www.visualiq.com.
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introduction
Content has long been king in marketing, but that king has now been dethroned. The new
king is data. With technologies making it possible to track individual actions, from first
contact to final transaction, in an omni-channel marketing environment, marketers are
able to shape and personalize content in near real–time so that it drives desired business
outcomes. New marketing analytics and automation tools are changing how companies
use their huge stores of data. All this progress is great, but many businesses still struggle to
realize the full potential of their marketing initiatives.
In this e-book, which is generously supported by Visual IQ, we have endeavored to discover
how companies use data to help ensure the success of their marketing strategies. We asked
marketing experts the following question:

If you had to give someone advice on how to turn his or
her marketing organization into a data-driven marketing
organization, what advice would you give?
I am confident you will find many rich and useful insights in these essays. Two key ideas
are the importance of a data-driven culture within the business and management allowing
the time needed for a new marketing strategy to prove itself. One cannot enter into this
process expecting instant results. Given the proper time, however, data-driven marketing
models can deliver impressive, game-changing results.
I hope you find these essays as informative as I have.

Mighty Guides make you stronger.
These authoritative and diverse
guides provide a full view of a topic.
They help you explore, compare,
and contrast a variety of viewpoints
so that you can determine what will
work best for you. Reading a Mighty
Guide is kind of like having your own
team of experts. Each heartfelt and
sincere piece of advice in this guide
sits right next to the contributor’s
name, biography, and links so that
you can learn more about their work.
This background information gives
you the proper context for each
expert’s independent perspective.
Credible advice from top experts
helps you make strong decisions.
Strong decisions make you mighty.

All the best,

David Rogelberg
Publisher

© 2015 Mighty Guides, Inc. I 62 Nassau Drive I Great Neck, NY 11021 I 516-360-2622 I www.mightyguides.com
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Data-Driven Marketing: Still a Work in Progress
Even though many digital marketing businesses and software
tools are available to support sophisticated data-driven
marketing strategies, most companies operate with a mix of
digital and traditional marketing channels and tactics. Newer,
smaller companies tend to spend more of their marketing
resources on digital, while enterprises that have established
marketing organizations and practices spread their resources
across a broader mix of channels.

Tim
Bourgeois
Partner (East Coast Catalyst),
Founder
(ChiefDigitalOfficer.net)
Tim Bourgeois is a digital industry
veteran who has been active as
a founder, investor, executive,
publisher, and consultant since 1999.
He formally entered the business
in 1999, when he launched Pixel
Bridge, a full-service interactive
agency that was acquired in 2009. He
is currently a partner at East Coast
Catalyst, a Boston-based digital
consultancy, and founder and editor
of ChiefDigitalOfficer.net, a resource
for senior digital professionals.
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Part of the challenge of becoming a data-driven marketing
organization is balancing resources among these channels
and managing the continuous internal struggle for marketing
budget. As digital strategies have become more important to
marketing, there has also been a trend for marketing to become
more independent of the IT department.

Key Lessons

1
2

Most companies still operate
with a mix of digital and traditional marketing activities.
Attribution capabilities that
determine how online and
offline strategies affect one
another are great, but
data-driven processes need
to be in place so that action
can be taken on insights
before a company can have
the conversation about
attribution.

This shift is driven in part by the availability of good marketing analytics tools and digital marketing
services. Yet tensions between IT folks and marketing still arise, because these tools are not always
so easy to use. They require training, ramp-up time, and support, and marketing organizations are
not always in the best position to assess those aspects of the purchase.

Part of the challenge of becoming a data-driven
marketing organization is balancing resources
among channels and managing the continuous
internal struggle for marketing budget.
Sponsored by:
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Data-Driven Marketing: Still a Work in Progress
Nevertheless, there is clear value in the insights companies can glean from digital strategies.
For example, I have a client who is an early-stage tech company launching a new product.
The company developed its plan based on understanding the market. When everything
was ready, it rolled out all its marketing assets, including a website and digital content. The
strategy involves both online and offline tactics to promote the product.
Within three to six months of launch, the company will be able to make decisions based on
a lot of empirical data, which means they will rely less on anecdotal evidence. For instance,
although it’s useful to know what a few people who stopped by the company’s booth at
a trade show had to say, the new digital strategy will tell the company that there were
300,000 searches on topics in their space, 20 percent of which were directly relevant to the
organization. Based on that information, the company can make specific adjustments to its
marketing assets to improve performance.
To become a data-driven marketing organization, companies must identify the problem
they’re trying to solve, and then decide what they need to do from a budgeting, staffing, and
business process perspective before jumping into the digital arms race. If they’re working
a multi-channel marketing strategy (as most companies are), attribution capabilities that
determine how online and offline strategies affect one another are great, but data-driven
processes need to be in place so that action can be taken on insights before a company can
have the conversation about attribution.

Sponsored by:

There is clear
value in the
insights
companies can
glean from
digital strategies.
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You Must Understand the Personas You’re Trying to Influence
In the world of inbound marketing, the entire strategy is based
on attracting potential customers and nurturing them toward
a decision. How effectively you execute this strategy depends
first on what you know about your customers, and then
measuring your prospects’ progress toward that decision.

Ryan
Bonnici
Head of Marketing,
Asia Pacific & Japan,
HubSpot
Ryan Bonnici is the head of
marketing at HubSpot Asia Pacific
& Japan. He’s an experienced digital
marketing leader, having previously
held roles at Salesforce, ExactTarget,
Microsoft, and Qantas Airways.
Being a strong advocate for inbound
sales and marketing, he’s incredibly
passionate about educating brands
on leveraging new ways to connect
with their customers.
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Therefore, the first step in developing a data-driven marketing
strategy is defining buyer personas—understanding who they
are, what they’re interested in, what challenges them, how they
work, what they do on weekends, and many other aspects of
their lives. It is important to get to know them personally.

Key Lessons

1
2

How effectively you execute
an inbound marketing
strategy depends first
on what you know about
your customers, and then
measuring their progress
toward a decision.
Companies need to
experiment to find an
attribution model that gives
them the insights they need
across all their points
of engagement.

At HubSpot, we have three key personas that represent
different aspects of our target market. A company should have
no more personas than it can service with distinct messaging
strategies. For instance, if one body of content can service two
different personas, it makes sense to merge those two personas into one.

Next, you must have a good understanding of how personas move through the buyer’s journey,
from awareness to consideration to making a decision or taking an action. In this way, you can
match content to the buyer’s decision process for each persona.
Finally, you must align engagement and content strategies to the appropriate sales and marketing
funnel. Then, you will have the essential engagement touchpoints specifically designed to move
customers toward a decision or series of decisions, taking them deeper into the sales funnel.

A company should have no more personas than it
can service with distinct messaging strategies.
Sponsored by:
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You Must Understand the Personas You’re Trying to Influence
With these key pieces of your marketing strategy in place, along with tools that measure
the impact of each customer touchpoint, it becomes possible to monitor customer progress
through the sales funnel. It also becomes possible to identify sticking points. Is a particular
content item not resonating or moving people along as it should? Is something hanging
people up on a website or is an app stopping people rather than moving them down the
funnel? You can see all of this and make adjustments.
Good attribution models enable you to determine specifically whether points of engagement
such as content assets, websites, and apps are doing what they’re supposed to do. This
information gives you insights into how to optimize them for better performance. To use
attribution effectively, however, your systems must be sufficiently connected so that the
data they generate give you a view of how all your channels are working together. Many
companies are limited by the technology they use, which is one reason they never get past
last-click attribution. Companies must experiment to find a model that gives them they
insights they need.
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To use attribution
effectively, your
systems must
be sufficiently
connected so
that the data
they generate
give you a
view of how all
your channels
are working
together.
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To Build a Data-Driven Organization, Create a Long-Term Road Map

Jonathan
Margulies
Managing Director,
Winterberry Group
With an extensive background in strategic
communications and executive-level
advocacy, Jonathan Margulies leads the
development of Winterberry Group’s
research and thought leadership
initiatives. Since joining Winterberry
Group in 2004, he has spearheaded the
development of more than 24 highprofile research papers and led more
than 100 consulting engagements,
helping clients tackle an array of
challenges. He also sits on the Interactive
Advertising Bureau’s Data Council and
served as communications director for
the Sergeants Benevolent Association, a
10,000-member organization of New York
City police supervisors.

Twitter I Website

When moving toward a data-driven culture, the first step
is assessing the technology that you have at your disposal,
the data assets available to you, and the business strategies
and organizational objectives to which you’re trying to be
responsive. Many companies, even those that have highly
data-driven operating cultures, have a tough time actually
mapping, inventorying, or auditing their own data assets. If
you don’t know what you have to work with, it’s difficult to
make decisions about what you’re going to do down the road.
Moreover, a lot of organizations rush to launch initiatives
without taking the time to tie them back to objectives that the
company has laid out at the senior levels. Going through this
process is really the first order of business.

Key Lessons

1
2

Take the time to ensure that
your marketing initiatives
tie back to your company’s
strategic objectives.
Attribution is one of the
most critical capabilities to
address when adopting a
data-driven approach
to marketing.

The second step is to map out a series of use cases. Do you want to grow revenue? Do you want to
bring more customers into the fold? Do you want to be more responsive to the needs of individual
customer segments? Those are distinct priorities, and they tend to call for different kinds of data
as well as different kinds of execution tactics and expertise. The secret to success comes in the
sequencing of the steps and the prioritization that comes along with them.

Many companies, even those that have highly
data-driven operating cultures, have a tough time
actually mapping, inventorying, or auditing their
own data assets.
Sponsored by:
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To Build a Data-Driven Organization, Create a Long-Term Road Map
When you’ve done that, then you can begin to build a long-term road map for using your
data in a way that leverages the technology available to you as well as the supply chain
partners (agencies, database management companies, management consultancies) that are
bringing new ideas to the table and managing business processes for you. If you can get the
senior level buy-in you need to support that transformation, your chances of success will
be enhanced.
As you consider the role of data as an agent for change in marketing execution, attribution
will simultaneously represent one of your most important challenges and opportunities.
You’ll be looking to leverage data to support a range of strategic business purposes. You’ll
need to know more about addressable audiences to inform product development and
customer strategy. You’ll need to identify and segment those audiences in order to power
more relevant, engaging communications. And you’ll absolutely need to understand how
well your critical marketing initiatives—your investments in customer relationships—are
performing relative to each other, so that you can fine-tune your performance and put
your dollars where they’re positioned to do the most good. All three of these elements are
fundamental to data-driven marketing. All three are increasingly becoming central to the
design of next-generation marketing organizations.

Sponsored by:

You’ll absolutely
need to
understand how
well your critical
marketing
initiatives—your
investments
in customer
relationships—
are performing
relative to each
other.
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Never Be Satisfied
I started playing competitive golf when I was a kid. I would
read tips from the pros, observe what better players were
doing, and then tinker with my swing. My goal was always to
beat my own best score by adjusting and improving some part
of my game. (I still do this today, by the way!)

Andy
Zimmerman
CMO,
Evergage
Andy Zimmerman is chief marketing
officer for Evergage, which delivers
real-time personalization to more than
500 million web visitors. A frequent
speaker at leading industry events, Andy
has more than 20 years of experience
helping software companies launch
products, drive demand, improve sales
productivity, and develop revenuegenerating content marketing programs.
You can follow Andy on Twitter at
@AHZimmerman or @Evergage.
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The point is, I was always iterating. I wasn’t so focused on
winning tournaments—though that would happen once in a
while—I just wanted to get better. This is the mindset modern
marketers need to have.
What can you do to improve your conversion rates? What
more can you do to attract potential customers? How might
you drive a few more downloads or sign-ups per month? How
could you better engage users of your app?

Key Lessons

1
2

Continually analyze your
data, make adjustments,
experiment and test, and
never be satisfied, because
you can always do better.
To enable continual
improvement, it’s important
to make sure you’re
collecting data that are
relevant, actionable, and
measurable in relation
to your organization’s
marketing objectives.

To steer toward the path of constant, incremental improvement, it’s important to make sure
that you’re collecting data that are relevant, actionable, and measurable in relation to your
organization’s marketing objectives. To determine which data are relevant, ask yourself
this question:
What does marketing success look like, and has the management team bought into it?
It seems straightforward, but you need to know the answer to this before you start collecting any
data. You can’t keep score if you don’t know what game you’re playing!

What does marketing success look like, and has the
management team bought into it?
Sponsored by:
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Never Be Satisfied
Once you know what data to collect, you need to make sure you have the right processes,
systems, and people in place to take prompt action—ideally, in real time. We often see
marketing systems that provide predictive analytics and automated actions based on data,
particularly in the cases of website and app users. Even if you have large amounts of data,
like web behavioral information, you need to be in a position to respond immediately to
noticeable patterns and trends. Tracking those metrics requires some level of automation—
generally, from multiple systems that include reporting, filtering, and trending capabilities.
A key piece to all of this is attribution. Be sure to experiment and test different programs
and approaches to find out which marketing channels and tactics drive the most and best
leads (and which ones don’t) as you work toward your marketing goals. For instance, if your
webinars generate more sales than Google AdWords campaigns, that knowledge will affect
how you invest and plan your marketing efforts.
Finally, keep iterating. Continually analyze your data, make adjustments, experiment and test,
and have fun along the way. Never be satisfied, though, because you can always do better. To
me, that is the secret sauce to becoming a data-driven marketing organization.
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Even if you have
large amounts of
data . . . you need
to be in a position
to respond
immediately
to noticeable
patterns and
trends.
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Don’ t Let Them Eat Your Lunch
Becoming a data-driven marketing organization is a tall order if
you have never really been one. Here are some suggestions for
getting started:
• Establish clear priorities. It would be a logical first step to
inventory your existing data. Then, you can prioritize data
elements and move toward positive business change. Be
clear about the problems you’re trying to resolve before
you start down the path of becoming data driven.

Dustin
Engel
Head of Analytics and
Data Activation,
PMG Worldwide
Dustin Engel, the former head of product
and strategy for ClearSaleing (acquired
by eBay Enterprise) is an attribution
thought leader. Dustin currently leads
the analytics and audience science
teams and serves on the executive
team at PMG, one of the fastestgrowing digital agencies in the United
States. PMG is a 2014 Inc. 500 company
(number 61 on Inc. 500 and number 5
for Advertising and Marketing) and a
2015 Advertising Age Silver Medalist for
Small Agency of the Year.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Establish clear priorities,
and then integrate and
blend to reconnect your
existing data.
Successfully switching from
a last-click mentality to a
more holistic attribution
approach will require an
equally successful change
management program.

• Integrate and blend. Advertisers usually have more data on
hand than they know what to do with, and the possibilities
for using all these data aren’t always apparent when they
are first compiled. Integration helps reconnect disparate
data elements so you can see what you have and how it might prove useful. I probably spend
most of my time with clients on this task.
• Invest in media. You will always need media to realize your goals. That’s why having a sciencebased attribution platform is crucial. It can give you complete visibility into customer paths,
which will help you value your paid, earned, and owned media. That, in turn, will allow you to
close the loop on your media investments.

A key element in switching from a last-click attribution
mentality to a completely holistic measurement
approach is to understand that some challenging
change management issues lie ahead.
Sponsored by:
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Don’ t Let Them Eat Your Lunch
A key element in switching from a last-click attribution mentality to a completely holistic
measurement approach is to understand that some challenging change management issues lie
ahead. Here are a few issues that I’m always warning my clients about:
• Latency. The true length of time from first ad exposure to purchase is a lot longer than most
marketers realize. I have seen, more often than not, latency windows greater than 40 days
from first ad exposure. This understanding will inevitably force you to change your game.
• Path fragmentation. Having true visibility into customer paths is a real eye-opener—there’s
a ton of fragmentation. Making your channels work together will not necessarily be a linear
process, nor will it necessarily be easy. So understanding the range of paths to purchase and
the most common paths help add clarity to the process.
• Consumer behavior. Behaviors that you may hope to exploit are often volatile and
extremely difficult to decipher. You need a wide footprint from a channel and placement
standpoint and you should be prepared to test channels and placements that at once
appeared to be not viable. This is one reason why a robust, algorithmic model for assigning
fractional value to conversion touchpoints is so essential.
I often see advertisers who decide to switch to a true, science-based attribution strategy, but
then fail to stay committed. I think they underestimate how daunting the change management
piece will be and they stop following through.

If you aren’t
interested in a
more sciencebased approach
to marketing,
ponder this: your
competitors
probably are.

In other interesting situations where there has been follow-through, the dollar allocations
across media sometimes prove hugely consequential. When data are available and consumer behavior behind those data is
decipherable, the marketing mix tends to change radically.
If you aren’t interested in a more science-based approach to marketing, ponder this: your competitors probably are. Factor in the rise
of growth hacking, and you might well feel alarmed. Growth hacking is a complete rewrite of the marketing rules, and companies born
with the growth-hacker mentality are not traditional marketers. They can afford to ignore rules of the past and simply follow the data,
because they aren’t wedded to marketing’s past.
If you choose to remain a laggard, odds are that some disruptive competitor will eventually come along and eat your lunch.

Sponsored by:
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Staying Focused on Your Outcomes
Six points will help you become a data-driven marketing
organization:
• Avoid confusing means for ends. A data-driven marketing
organization is a means. A marketing organization that’s
driving 10 percent more qualified leads, 10 percent more
efficiently (or whatever goals are most important to your
business) is an end that can help galvanize and focus your
journey to become data driven.

Cesar
A. Brea
Founder and
Managing Partner,
Force Five Partners, LLC
Cesar Brea is the author of Marketing
and Sales Analytics and founder
and managing partner of Force Five
Partners, LLC. Force Five Partners works
with leading brands across multiple
industries to build their marketing
analytics capabilities through handson solutions for real challenges and
opportunities. Having received his
MBA from Dartmouth University’s Tuck
School and his bachelor’s degree from
Harvard, Cesar has 30 years of business
experience as a senior executive,
entrepreneur, and advisor.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Identify and align a
specific set of potential
opportunities to investigate
and realize with data
and analysis.
Work iteratively in 90-day
cycles.

• Work from the specific to the general. “Becoming data
driven” is general. Identifying and aligning a specific set of potential opportunities to investigate
and realize with data and analysis—and managing this set as a dynamic portfolio from which
you expect returns—is specific and accountable.
• Start simple. Manage increased sophistication (more data, more analysis) based on the
incremental value it provides. For example, a marketer can start the journey toward complex
attribution-based marketing by optimizing across two channels, such as search and online
display. Then, he or she can add more channels and their associated touchpoints. By starting
simple, not only do you avoid investing past the point of diminishing returns, but you also
increase your understanding and ability to communicate.

Manage increased sophistication (more data, more
analysis) based on the incremental
value it provides.
Sponsored by:
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Staying Focused on Your Outcomes
• Don’t work data and analysis in isolation. In my work with clients, I try to keep four
ecosystemic conditions working harmoniously: (1) ensuring that senior executives agree on
opportunities to pursue, (2) enabling practical and affordable access to data, (3) providing
operational flexibility to act on insights, and (4) cultivating “analytic marketers”—that
is, marketers and analysts who “get” each other and work well together rather than just
lobbing things over walls.
• Work iteratively in short cycles of no more than 90 days. If you can’t put some insight to
work within 90 days to see if it pays as expected, then your analytic investments are at risk
of collapsing on themselves. Reach for longer cycles only when you’ve got a healthy base of
results powering you along. It’s just like shifting up through a car’s gears!
• Don’t chase unicorns. Marketing analytics is a team sport, with lots of complementary
roles, such as acquiring, organizing, and analyzing data; communicating insights; and acting
on them. Good collaboration based on common understanding and accountable execution
among these roles will lead to better outcomes than seeking, rarely finding, and (if you do)
placing all your eggs in a rock star’s basket and abdicating your executive responsibility
for your business. You can hire some and partner for others, but however you proceed, stay
focused on outcomes.

Sponsored by:

Marketing
analytics is a
team sport,
with lots of
complementary
roles.
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Let the Data Drive (It ’s a Long Journey)
It is essential that a data-driven marketing strategy serves its
company’s core purpose – which at Tesco, is serving Britain’s
shoppers a little better, every day. We could not do that
without a data-driven approach to marketing that makes us
totally accountable for the money we spend and the customer
loyalty we drive as a result of those expenditures.

Paddy
Freeman
Digital Marketing Manager,
Tesco PLC
Paddy Freeman has spent more than
15 years working across marketing
and technology, covering roles from
programming engineer through
program manager. Paddy currently
manages the processes and systems
required to create industry-leading
programmatic advertising and
personalized marketing capabilities
across the Tesco Group. Paddy is a
member of the Internet Advertising
Bureau (UK) Display Trading Council. He
graduated from Aston Business School
with a BSc (Hons) degree in 1994.

Website

For your marketing group to become data-driven, you must
look across and beyond the business to identify quality data
sources you can use for marketing purposes. Then, if you
need to convert any non-believers, you must map those data
against current marketing activities so that you can show
how you are using the data and how they improve marketing
performance. The benefits must be clear to key people
throughout the organization. After all, the transition to a datadriven organization involves changing people, processes, and
technologies, so it is best to start small and build on successes.

Key Lessons

1
2

A data-driven approach
to marketing makes you
accountable for the money
you spend and the customer
loyalty you drive as a result
of those expenditures.
Attribution modeling can
be used to understand
the impact that different
channels can have on
customer activity. For those
that get it right, it’s datadriven marketing at its best.

It takes time to turn a traditional marketing organization into a data-driven organization. The
work of using data to improve marketing activities never ends. For Tesco, it really began when we
launched the Clubcard loyalty scheme 20 years ago—a popular program that rewards customers
with points they can redeem in our stores or with our partners.

For your marketing group to become data-driven,
you must look across and beyond the business
to identify quality data sources you can use for
marketing purposes.
Sponsored by:
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Let the Data Drive (It ’s a Long Journey)
The program was (and still is) a significant investment, but it provided us with great insights
into our customers. Later, we launched our online store, beginning with groceries, and then
expanding into clothing and general goods.
Shoppers can use their Clubcard both online and in the brick-and-mortar stores, so it
provides a great bridge for data collection in those environments and has given us a rich set
of individualized data that enable us to pursue – amongst other things – a customer-first
programmatic advertising strategy. In programmatic advertising, we make real-time decisions
about the timing and content of advertising to maximize the return on our advertising spend.
This strategy places a premium on data-driven decision making, because in the time it takes for
a browser to load a Web page, the advertising inventory on that page is bought and sold. We
are able to bid in real time for advertising on third-party websites. The amount we bid and the
message we deliver can be based on a real-time overlay of our own customer data.
Since we have marketing activities that run on a number of channels simultaneously, we also
continue to explore attribution modeling to understand the impact that different channels can
have on customer activity. It’s not an easy thing to get right – but for those that do, it’s datadriven marketing at its best.
Another area we are exploring is data discovery. We employ data scientists – people with
serious smarts – to look for patterns in the data that indicate new marketing opportunities. It’s
incredibly important to explore the data in this way and give the data its own voice, rather than
use it more-so to reinforce pre-conceived ideas. To misquote Andrew Lang, a great Scottish
writer – “It can be easy to use data as a drunken man uses lamp posts – for support rather than
for illumination.” When it comes to data-driven marketing, you never fully “get there” because
new tools and new data sources are always becoming available. Data-driven marketing is truly
an ongoing journey. To take the right path means putting the data itself in the driving seat.
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places a premium
on data-driven
decision making,
because in the
time it takes
for a browser to
load a Web page,
the advertising
inventory on that
page is bought
and sold.
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The Digital Ecosystem and Data-Based Decisioning
2015 has been the year of major media agency reviews, with
twelve major marketers reassessing their agencies – this
accounts to a total of over $25 billion in advertising dollars up
for grabs.

Key Lessons

1

As an industry, marketing is
moving closer to the end of
the last-click attribution
model.

Why now? As someone who has participated in numerous
agency pitches recently, I have a theory – data shows
consumers are more active online and new media is being
It is possible to score quick
wins by implementing digital
created within the digital ecosystem to reach these consumers.
attribution across a
Marketers want to be more prevalent online to reach these
few channels.
consumers ahead of the curve. To do this, marketers need
to reassess both their current media mix and their media
agencies. Media is now more accountable and marketers are more data driven. Based on this
new world digital media order, the following are three immediate actions marketers can adopt to
become more digitally relevant:

2

Alan
Osetek
Global President,
Resolution Media, An Omnicom
Media Group Company
Alan Osetek is the global president of
Resolution Media and oversees the
global growth of Omnicom Media
Group’s search, social, and digital
performance media unit. Prior to joining
Resolution, Alan was the managing
director for iProspect/Aegis and
responsible for the company’s east coast
operations. Before joining iProspect in
2008, he served as a board member
and CRO for Visual IQ. Alan holds a
bachelor’s degree in economics from
Skidmore College and an MBA from
Babson College.
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• Define how you will measure success. This discussion often strays down a rabbit hole of
features, functions and technologies, with the conversation focused on everything needed to
build the digital marketing technology infrastructure. However, the real focus should be on
answering a few key questions: What result are you trying to accomplish? What is the data
implementation and collection strategy? How does that strategy sit with the marketing group’s
objectives? The answers to these questions can help you get started.
• Form a right-brain/left-brain culture. The ideal new hire should have a marketing background
with analytical skills and a creative mindset.

Marketers need to reassess both their current media
mix and their media agencies.
Sponsored by:
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The Digital Ecosystem and Data-Based Decisioning
This person should be able to analyze data and effectively tease out insights with tangible
next steps on how to activate on performance. Instead, many organizations trying to
become data-centric hire techies who have no marketing or creative abilities. Alternatively,
more traditionally-minded agencies bring in purely creative thinkers who have no analytical
chops. If you can’t find individuals who wear both hats, hire teams that collectively add up
to this kind of culture.
• Challenge the status quo with data-based decisioning. Look at your overall business
goals, and leverage new media to deliver on these objectives. If your objective is to drive
more revenue while focusing on in-store sales, then assess data collected from digital
media activities to achieve this. If in-store sales are a key success metric, use data-based
decisioning to inform new opportunities to drive success. For example, a mobile strategy
can drive local awareness that funnels in foot traffic and mobile offers and couponing
can all be new ways to drive in-store sales. Track marketing activities and collect data to
understand who your target consumers are and what works and what doesn’t with them.
Then optimize—do more of what is working and invest less on what doesn’t.

Eventually,
attribution
will become
the center of
the marketing
universe.

The good news is that cost-to-entry for digital media isn’t sky-high. There are many advertising
options and consumers are engaged. With a focus on data collection, marketers are moving beyond last-click attribution and marketing
technologies are developing capabilities to track the consumer engagement journey not just online, but also offline. Even TV is moving
towards online measurement and will eventually become fully digital and measurable. Technologies already exist that allow marketers
to run TV-sync-social and TV-sync-search campaigns.
Although easy to activate, drawing insights from attribution requires building history – history that shows consumer actions from
awareness to purchase. Leveraging data to solve a business problem by using a fully functional attribution platform typically takes
three to six months of ongoing data collection, analysis, and optimization. It will not always be easy to get budgeting approval for this
attribution investment when marketers need immediate ROI.
Attribution is key to real data-based decisioning. It is not enough to simply collect the data and act on it, attribution is necessary to truly
understand the digital ecosystem. Eventually, attribution will become the center of the marketing universe. To me, the only questions
are when and how.
Sponsored by:
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Get Buy-In From the Top Down
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Creating a Complete Data View That Fits Your Sales Cycle

Laura
DeGraff
Vice President,
Digital Acquisitions,
Barclaycard US
As vice president of digital acquisition
at Barclaycard, Laura DeGraff manages
digital strategy for online account
acquisition, focusing on new innovations
within the bank to deliver a best-inclass online experience to prospective
customers. With more than 15 years of
experience managing online marketing
for agencies, brands, and as a consultant,
she brings a unique perspective to
campaign planning, implementation,
and analysis. Her digital media expertise
includes paid search, search engine
optimization, affiliates, display, and
creative development.

Website

Developing a strong data-driven marketing strategy starts
from the top down. There must be agreement at all levels of
the organization about which data will be used for decisionmaking. One problem that many organizations experience
is that marketers are stuck in silos: one person might be
responsible for search, another for social, another for email
marketing, and so on. They become focused on looking at just
the perspective of their channel without seeing how all the
pieces come together.

Key Lessons

1
2

Attribution is important
to a data-driven strategy
because it allows you
to weigh the value of
touchpoints.
A concerted data-driven
marketing strategy must
have buy-in at the highest
levels of the organization.

Being able to look across channels often requires
organizational change. It also requires having the right tracking
tools that give you a view at the placement level to see what’s
working and what’s not. With that information, you can optimize your media mix.

Attribution is important to a data-driven strategy because it allows you to weigh the value of
individual marketing initiatives. Here at Barclaycard, we primarily leverage last-click attribution, but
we know it’s not enough. We have many touchpoints that lead up to a conversion. Unfortunately,
without a more comprehensive view across channels, valuable contributions higher in the
funnel, such as display or PR, are sometimes overlooked. Without the ability to analyze all your
touchpoints together, you aren’t getting a full sense of the customer journey. That is a disservice to
all your marketing channels and your overall marketing mix.

There must be agreement at all levels of the
organization about which data will be used for
decision-making.
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Creating a Complete Data View That Fits Your Sales Cycle
We are currently working with our media agency to find the right kind of attribution
solution, one that can work with the data we have and provide a measure of what’s working
and what’s not within the time period of our sales cycle. This is an important point when
considering attribution vendors. Some vendors require such a long time to return the results
of the analysis that the data are too old to be useful.
The type of attribution strategy you select needs to fit your sales cycle. For instance, the
sales cycle of a car, from first contact to purchase, is often six months to a year. The typical
sales funnel for the credit card industry is around two weeks. We know that the majority of
conversions will happen within that two-week window, with some conversions happening a
lot faster. So, when we’re looking at marketing data and doing attribution analysis, we need
to be able to look at an attribution window that matches our two-week sales cycle.
There has been a lot of interest in attribution in recent years, but the industry is struggling
with it, partly because there are many different attribution models but little agreement
on a model that gives proper weight to the different touchpoints in a funnel. Also, when a
business starts getting away from last click, it’s going to change the perception of the value
of certain channels, which can have major budgetary and organizational implications. That’s
why a concerted data-driven marketing strategy must have buy-in at the highest levels of
the organization.
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analyze all your
touchpoints
together, you
aren’t getting
a full sense of
the customer
journey.
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Bottoms Up
Becoming a data-driven marketing organization is a culture
question. If the organization likes to do things the way it always
has done them, becoming data driven will not happen.
Unless we change corporate culture, there isn’t much else we
can do. To that end:

Jim
Sterne
Founder,
eMetrics Summit, and
Board Chair, Digital Analytics
Association
Jim Sterne is an international
consultant who has focused on
measuring the value of online
marketing for creating and
strengthening customer relationships
since 1993. He has written seven
books on using the Internet for
marketing, produces the eMetrics
Summit (www.emetrics.org), and is
co-founder and current board chair
of the Digital Analytics Association.
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• Build confidence in the validity of your marketing data.
When you’re dealing with digital marketing touchpoints
and attributes, you’re talking about statistical analysis, not
black-and-white bean counting. When upper management
understands that, the organization can get on with
determining how data are useful rather than arguing over
whether data are useful.

Key Lessons

1
2

When it comes to measuring
marketing performance, the
old-school method focuses
on the marketing mix—
moving money from one
bucket to another.
The new-school is bottom
up—measuring behavior
and understanding which
channels and tactics are
influencing consumer
response.

• Find out what matters to the boss. Whatever the truth is at the front line, the generals make
the decisions. If you know the problems your executives most want to solve, they will like and
appreciate your data because they will trust that the data are answering their questions.
• Turn data into real insights. When you have approval and confidence out of the way, you can
get down to solving problems. This is where you get into which numbers help you do what and
what problems you actually can solve.

How do you assign fractional credit to each of these
channels and tactics? What drove people to make
those choices?
Sponsored by:
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Bottoms Up
There are two camps when it comes to measuring marketing performance. The old-school
concentrates on the marketing mix—moving money from one bucket to another. Someone
decides that the organization is going to spend more money online this year and so divides
the online bucket among display, email, paid search, and social to see if there is an impact on
engagements and sales. That’s a traditional top-down approach.
The new-school is bottom up—measuring behavior. People are being exposed to your
messaging, and they’re clicking links, spending more time on your website, responding to
your emails. How do you assign fractional credit to each of these channels and tactics? What
drove people to make those choices?
That granular response is attribution. If you can figure those things out, you can build models
based on, say, the last three months of experience. Then, you can run that model over the
next three months to see if you were right. You can also create and test alternative models
and determine which was most predictive.
A note of caution: all models are wrong, as George E. P. Box said, but some are useful.
Building a predictive model is like drawing a map, a mere representation of a territory that
inevitably has flaws built in it.

You can also
create and test
alternative
models and
determine
which was most
predictive.

Predictive models are fairly mature in areas like supply chain management, but marketing
is entering uncharted territory. Marketers are predicting human emotional responses to
marketing stimuli.
The truth is, we marketers are getting better at it, but it’s still new. To really make it work, the
people at the top must have intellectual curiosity stamped into their DNA. Otherwise, we will
never move forward.
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Recognize and Align the Parties Involved in a Marketing Strategy
Developing a truly data-driven approach to marketing is an
enterprise-wide endeavor, not just one group or department
adopting a solution. Every part of the organization needs to be
aligned, from finance to operations to ad ops to strategy.

Rolf
Olsen
Chief Data Officer,
Mindshare North America
As chief data officer of Mindshare
North America, Rolf Olsen leads
the company’s Marketing Sciences
group, a team of more than 70 data
scientists who help the agency make
real-time media investment decisions
for clients. That role includes driving
new tools and partnerships for
The LOOP, Mindshare’s adaptive
marketing engine. Rolf brings more
than 15 years of industry experience
to his role. Prior to Mindshare, he ran
the Marketing Sciences teams across
iProspect, Copernicus, and Carat at
Dentsu Aegis Network.
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Key Lessons

1

When digital marketing
projects fail, it’s often in an
environment where people
expect results in a very
short time.

Building a successful digital marketing organization takes
time, because a lot of work goes into aligning key areas
of the business. For instance, answering even the most
With a foundation in place,
basic questions, such as how does pricing affect marketing
it becomes easier to change,
outcomes, or what’s the true cost of a promotion, requires
improve, and refine the
breaking down traditional data silos. Different parts of the
process going forward.
enterprise must communicate and share data in new ways,
and this means dealing with legacy applications, legacy data,
and different platforms within the organization. The larger the enterprise, the greater the alignment
challenge. Successfully remaking the organization requires a top-down management commitment
and the time to do it right. When digital marketing projects fail, they often do so in an environment
where people expect results in a short period of time.

2

A good example is implementing an attribution strategy. Attribution helps marketing understand
how digital assets work together. It also breaks down digital silos, so the search team, social team,
display team, and website team must now work together much more closely.

Building a successful digital marketing organization
takes time, because a lot of work goes into aligning
key areas of the business.
Sponsored by:
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Recognize and Align the Parties Involved in a Marketing Strategy
Attribution is really the first tool that allows marketers to look across all these activities and
apply a common measurement to assess their effectiveness. It creates a digital ecosystem
that helps marketing be agile in flexing its budget and respond quickly to optimize
marketing performance.
Many companies struggle to implement an attribution strategy because they have not
developed the internal alignment necessary for success. For example, if a company signs
a contract with a digital attribution vendor, the chief marketing officer (CMO) typically
drives that process. He or she signs the agreement and wants to see results immediately.
The challenge is that for the strategy to succeed, marketing now has to involve the internal
technology teams and start asset tagging, which can take months. There may be restrictions
on what marketing can put on the website. The media agency has a lot of work to do with
incremental tagging, architecture, and naming conventions. A lot of work goes into the
process from many different parties, something the CMO probably did not consider when he
or she signed the contract.
Once companies have completed the necessary work of aligning their internal operations,
they then must build and test everything incrementally to prove what works. If marketing
has a short-term view of what it hopes to get out of this process, it may not get there. It takes
time to implement an attribution model that works for a given business, but if marketing
takes the time up front and builds an operational process around attribution and digital
marketing, that makes everything easier. With a foundation in place, it becomes easier to
change, improve, and refine the process going forward. Digital becomes just another part of
the marketing workflow.
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struggle to
implement
an attribution
strategy because
they have not
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Build Incrementally, and Test as You Go
The first step in becoming a data-driven marketing
organization is to fully understand the data IQ inside your
business. In other words, marketing must clearly understand
how effectively data is captured and stored, and how it is
used at the front end of the business. At the very outset, the
business needs to benchmark where it is and understand
what it has to build on. When businesses assess their data IQ,
perception and reality are often not in sync.

Sumeet
Vermani
Global Head of Digital Strategy,
Symantec
Sumeet Vermani is an international
marketing leader with a track
record of developing innovative,
customer-driven marketing strategies
that combine traditional creative
approaches with data science. He
focuses on digital, social, content, and
paid media strategies, bringing his
experience to bear in such companies
as Google, ESPN, Trinity Mirror, and
Symantec to design and implement
audience-focused, data-driven, agile
digital frameworks and teams that
deliver optimum returns for the
organization and the customer.
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Key Lessons

1
2

An important part of
assessing the data IQ within
an organization is managing
expectations, and then
delivering on them.
Effective marketing
in today’s business
environment requires
evaluating a campaign or
an asset in a creative light
while also executing that
campaign based on insights
derived from data.

With the amount of investment, time, and senior management
buy-in required to build a data-driven marketing organization,
the marketing group will quickly discover whether it is
achieving results that meet expectations. An important part
of assessing the data IQ within an organization is managing
expectations. Then, as the organization moves forward with its
strategy, it must effectively deliver on those expectations. The
move to more data-driven marketing can be powerful, but there will be a point when people want
to quantify their return on investment.
When there is a common understanding of where the business is and where it needs to go, the
next important step in building a data-driven marketing organization is proving the value of
the strategy. Marketing must showcase opportunities for people to see the value of taking this
new direction.

When businesses assess their data IQ, perception and
reality are often not in sync.
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Build Incrementally, and Test as You Go
In my journey at Symantec, my group A-B tested two marketing approaches to a
campaign. The A test represented the direction the majority of the organization wanted to
take—an approach centered on creative hunches that have been the underpinning of the
company’s traditional approach to marketing. The B test used a data- and insight-driven
approach. My team was able to show that the data-driven approach was far more effective.
Attribution is key to demonstrating the success of data-driven marketing. It is also an
example of the need for an incremental approach when it comes to transforming the
marketing organization. No one-size-fits-all attribution model works for every business.
Attribution frameworks will differ depending on business setup, organizational structure, and
business goals.
One challenge of attribution is that the technology must be in place for everything to work
effectively. It takes time to collect data and feed it to the attribution model so that marketing
analysis and optimization can take place. The best approach is to begin with a small, simple
attribution engagement; demonstrate its value; and then layer in greater complexity.
By demonstrating results, people throughout the organization will start to join this journey
to data-driven marketing. At Symantec, we are seeing that skills needed in the marketing
organization are changing so rapidly that it is important to train our workforce continuously.
We must also change the structure and processes we use to do the work and train staff on
the use of new tools. The more successful you are at accomplishing this at your organization,
the greater buy-in you will gain throughout the organization to do even more.

The best
approach is to
begin with a
small, simple
attribution
model;
demonstrate its
value; and then
layer in greater
complexity.

Making data the heart of the marketing effort also requires finding a balance between
creative and data-driven marketing. A creative element is still necessary to convey the
business’ message effectively. Effective marketing in today’s business environment requires
evaluating a campaign or an asset in a creative light while also executing that campaign
based on insights derived from data.
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Find out how to take your marketing
performance from mind-numbing to
mind-blowing with advanced marketing attribution.

SEE THE MARKETING ATTRIBUTION
INFOGRAPHIC THAT EXPLAINS IT ALL.
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Beyond the Customer Journey
How do you build a data-driven marketing organization?
Step One. Decide early on whether to build a centralized or
a decentralized marketing function. Determine whether your
capabilities will be able to scale and leverage your statistical
analysis system. That will define how you drive the whole
data-driven marketing concept.

Jenny
Watson
VP of Digital and
Direct Marketing,
AutoNation Inc.
Jenny Watson has held global executive
marketing and operational roles in
the United States and China. She
spent the past 13 years in e-commerce
companies, predominantly in the
travel industry, including eight years
with Expedia. Jenny is currently
with AutoNation (a Fortune 200
automotive retailer), leading digital
marketing programs and the technical
infrastructure that supports them.
Being customer-centric, bridging the
gap between the online and offline
customer experiences, and evaluating
the effectiveness of marketing
investments are key components of her
digital strategy.

Step Two. Figure out whether your executives view marketing
as an investment or a cost. Do they think marketing adds
incremental value or builds up a competitive advantage? If
they do, they will view the marketing function as strategic and
something more than just overhead.

Key Lessons

1
2

Most companies don’t
trust their marketing
department’s numbers—they
prefer finance’s numbers.
Attribution is key to
becoming data driven,
helping you not only
understand the customer
journey, but also what
investments you can
make to facilitate those
customer journeys.

My organization errs on the side of centralization and toward
building, scaling, and leveraging data to maintain strategic
advantage against our competitors. Internally, we are expected to run at a profit. That forces us
to scrutinize each channel and determine our key performance indicators. We divvy up budgets
after we have defined our metrics for measuring each channel’s success. Then, we optimize across
channels.
My company made deliberate choices about how to organize the marketing function. Our
marketing analytics team, for instance, is housed within the finance department. Why? Frankly,
because most companies don’t trust their marketing department’s numbers very much. They trust
finance’s numbers.

Decide early whether to build a centralized or a
decentralized marketing function.
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Beyond the Customer Journey
Our analytics team plays the Switzerland role—the trusted, neutral advisor to finance. That
helps immensely. That team has no emotional investment in my department’s numbers
and no reason to bias data. We can’t be accused of bias when we make our budgeting
requests. That’s obviously important. Data-driven marketing requires a lot of investment—
infrastructure building, team building, and process building.
Another component that’s key to becoming data driven is attribution. A current key macro
trend, for example, is to eliminate linear funnels. Customers don’t take linear steps anymore
as they interact with brands: they use multiple devices and are exposed to numerous
touchpoints. Based on all those interactions, we are working on fractional attribution to
assign value to our various in-market investments.
Attribution has value beyond the customer journey, as well. We pull our vendors’ raw data
through our attribution model to measure them against their relative peers in our mix of
partners. That way, we can set a baseline value to all our partners vis-à-vis our business
objectives using attribution.

Our analytics
team plays the
Switzerland
role—the trusted,
neutral advisor
to finance.

My belief is that to be data driven, an agile approach to marketing is key. You need process,
budget, and infrastructure that support agile methodologies and foster continual testing and
iteration of everything you put into market. To do that, you need data. Data are not enough,
however: you also need cross-functional team collaboration and local market knowledge. If
you have those things in place, you will be set up to dive deeply into data and come up with
critical new insights and actionable plans. You will find that you’re making decisions faster
and that you understand how to react effectively to consumer behavior in a rapidly changing
marketing environment.
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A Center for Capturing Online and Offline Data Is Essential
The most important step in developing a data-driven
marketing organization is being able to capture both online
and offline data.

Chris
Bridges
GM, Analytics Services,
Analytics Pros, Inc.
Chris Bridges is general manager
of analytics at Analytics Pros, Inc.
His 26-year career started at DEC,
followed by 17 years at Intel as a
software engineer and manager. Chris
left Intel and became director of
engineering at MySpace, director of
analytics at Outlook and Grindr, and
then director of enterprise analytics
at IAC for About.com and 10 other
properties, totaling over 30 billion
hits per month. In recent years,
Chris also founded the Wonkydata
analytics agency.
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Online data include all sources of directional analytics, such
as downloading apps, app usage, website activity, and content
engagement. Online analytics are directional in that they result
from actions users take as they engage with both inbound
and outbound online assets; therefore, they provide direct
measurements of user behaviors. Offline data are traditionally
seen as business intelligence (BI) data. They encompass
business data but can also include data from offline activities.
BI people can use this aggregated business data to determine
actual return on investment, actual revenue per 1,000
impressions, and actual cost per 1,000 impressions.

Key Lessons

1
2

With a solid foundation of
online and offline data, it
becomes possible to develop
attribution models that
provide deeper insights
into the effectiveness of
marketing strategies.
Without high-level support,
any data-driven strategy
will suffer from the myopia
of the organization under
which the data fall.

The directional data from analytics are the only data that provide insight into goal-tracking user
behaviors, whether conversions or user-generated revenue. This means that directional data become
valuable not only in the light they shed on marketing inferences, but also as a back end to the BI
analysis, providing a connection between user behaviors and business results.
With a solid foundation of online and offline data, it becomes possible to develop attribution
models that provide deeper insights into the effectiveness of marketing strategies.

The most important step in developing a datadriven marketing organization is being able to
capture both online and offline data.
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A Center for Capturing Online and Offline Data Is Essential
To successfully apply an attribution model, it is necessary to track everything you care
about, which usually includes engagement with all your digital assets, including social,
YouTube, email, mobile apps, ad clicks, search—everything that provides insight into
user behaviors. Attribution of inbound analytics relies on proper tagging. One reason
attribution models fail is that tagging is often not done well, so it’s good practice to have
a person solely focused on tagging and updating tags to accommodate new assets and
changing campaigns.
From there, you can determine which traffic sources are providing a consistent benefit
and which are not. If the tagging and attribution data are accurate, you can determine
which traffic sources or combination of traffic sources are delivering conversions, and
then determine the cost of any desired metric, such as cost per impression or cost per
conversion. You can also relate those conversions to specific user cohort characteristics,
such as geographical location or age. With this information, you can not only define your
marketing strategies, but also adjust them accordingly.
To build an excellent data-driven marketing organization, you must have buy-in at the
highest level. The CEO needs to praise the idea of analytics, and you need to have reports
generated for that high-level perspective. Otherwise, data suffer from the myopia of
the organization under which they fall. For instance, if the data fall under finance, an
inordinate amount of effort can be spent on determining why the data do not balance
exactly while overlooking essential business insights they contain.
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A Five-Pronged Approach to Data-Driven Marketing
Most marketers recognize that data is the backbone of a
successful marketing strategy, but building a data-driven
marketing organization can be challenging. Putting your
data to work for more effective, accountable, and predictable
marketing requires a five-pronged approach:

Bill
Muller
Chief Marketing Officer,
Visual IQ
Bill Muller is the chief marketing officer
(CMO) at Visual IQ. He is a recognized
expert in business-to-business lead
generation and thought leadership on
both the agency and brand sides of the
industry. Prior to Visual IQ, he spent nine
years as CMO at global performance
marketing agency iProspect, where
he helped grow the organization from
startup to worldwide leader in its space.
Bill has written articles for CMO.com,
Search Engine Land, and BtoB Magazine
and has spoken at the DMA Annual
Conference, the CMO Club Summit, and
the SES Conference, among others.
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• Align marketing success to business results. All too
often, marketing comes under the gun because its
tactics aren’t perceived as having a direct impact on the
company’s bottom line. Successful data-driven marketing
organizations prove their value by working closely with
senior management, especially the CEO and CFO, to define,
align, and prioritize the metrics that are most relevant
to the company and its business objectives. Aligned
metrics not only demonstrate marketing’s contribution to
the organization, but also provide marketers with more
confidence in their decisions and more clarity on where to
focus their efforts.

Key Lessons

1
2

Advanced marketing
attribution solutions can
collect and consolidate
data that are spread across
many different data
silos and turn them into
accurate insights.
A successful data-driven
marketing strategy
requires more than just
holistic measurement; it
also needs the ability to
create optimized media
plans and instantly turn
insight into action.

• Eliminate data silos. New opportunities lie in the massive amount of consumer interaction
data that’s generated every second. Unfortunately, most of this data lives in silos, leaving
marketers with inconsistent and duplicate conversion data as well as an incomplete view of
their customers’ journeys. The most effective marketing organizations use sophisticated data
aggregation techniques to integrate all their marketing data (from ad servers, email platforms,
customer relationship management systems, data management platforms, real-time bidding,
etc.) into a single data repository.

New opportunities lie in the massive amount of consumer
interaction data that’s generated every second.
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A Five-Pronged Approach to Data-Driven Marketing
This consolidation and integration of disparate data not only reveals new insights, deduplicates conversions, and uncovers hidden optimization opportunities, but also enables
marketers to get the 360-degree view of their prospects and customers.
• Turn data into insight. Combining multiple data sources is one thing; intelligently
interpreting that data into actionable insight is another. Successful marketing
organizations arm themselves with advanced marketing attribution platforms that
enable them to translate raw data into actionable insights. With advanced attribution,
marketers can understand the performance of individual channels, campaigns, and
tactics; the influence that each has on the other; and their overall performance as part of
an integrated marketing strategy.
• Predict performance. To generate maximum return on investment, marketers need
to know not only what has been working but also what is likely to work in the future.
Using predictive analytics, marketers can perform a “what if” analysis to understand
the potential impact of changes (price adjustments, discounts, budget reallocations,
etc.) before they are made. Armed with this kind of forward-facing, data-driven insight,
marketers can create and implement more effective cross-channel marketing strategies.
• Automatically execute optimized buys. To be truly successful, it’s critical that the
optimization recommendations gleaned from the data are implemented in daily
operations and spend decisions. The most effective data-driven marketing organizations
have processes for implementing recommendations and automatically sending media
buying instructions to execution platforms, including demand-side platforms, real-time
bidding tools, and trading desks, for more effective optimization.
Embracing these five practices can empower marketers at any organization to put their data
to work for more effective, accountable, and predictable marketing.
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organizations
arm themselves
with advanced
marketing
attribution
platforms that
enable them to
translate raw data
into actionable
insights.
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Through the Customer’s Eyes
Being data driven starts with integrating all your customer data
sources and using the art and science available to understand
what that customer is telling you through data. I have always
found that to be the easy part. Where there seems to be an
epidemic problem is in organizations’ failure to rearrange their
businesses around a customer-centric business model to better
leverage customer desires.

Jamie
Darnow
Founder,
CXO Consulting
Jamie Darnow is the founder of CXO
Consulting, a boutique consulting firm
that offers strategic guidance to CEOs
in the health care, security, retail, and
publishing industries. Prior to founding
his company in 2014, Jamie served as
chief marketing officer at Consumer
Reports for nine years, where he helped
usher the organization into the digital
world and achieved the highest level
of growth in the storied organization’s
75-year history. Jamie has more
than 20 years of experience helping
organizations define strategies
for growth.
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So, here’s my high-level advice for becoming a data-driven
marketing organization:

Key Lessons

1
2

Becoming data driven
means becoming customercentric—but that requires
reorganization.
The goal of becoming
data-driven should be to
discover who your best
customers are.

• Become customer-centric. You can’t have a data-driven
organization if you don’t place customers at the forefront
of your business model. On the technical side, becoming customer-centric means collecting
all your customer touchpoints and integrating them into a knowledge base. Customers will
offer up critical pieces of information through your various channels of business, but the data
are useful only if you are tracking and weaving them together to understand your customer
story. You can do that in a data repository, but likely that will not be enough. You also need to
reorganize around your customer, if you want to leverage their data fully from all angles.
• Reorganize. If you don’t transform your organization around your customer data, you will never
become truly data driven. Customer touchpoints offer you information on everything from
market research insights to new, revenue-generating product development opportunities.

On the technical side, becoming customer-centric
means collecting all your customer touchpoints and
integrating them into a knowledge base.
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Through the Customer’s Eyes
It becomes moot, however, if your organization treats valuable customer data as a cost center
buried in, let’s say, Operations. Forming a data-centric reorganization often will lead to
clashes with traditional, hierarchical organizational structures. I think the traditional legacy
hierarchical model is out: instead, I’m a big fan of cross-functional organization, albeit with
clear goals and accountability.
• Act on the data. After you have incorporated your data, the onus shifts to acting on the
data. Data will speak to you to a certain extent, but it is up to you to determine how best
to act on it to move your organization forward. In part, this goes back to my organizational
recommendation. We tend to look at data through our lenses as marketers rather than
through the eyes of consumers. That’s a fundamental problem. Consumers do not care
about 90 percent of the things we fuss over internally. They just don’t see the world we see.
Marketers need to look from-the-outside-in vs. the-inside-out.
Attribution is absolutely critical to becoming data-centric, but you can go crazy trying to
measure the impact of each interaction. You may know, for example, what the last touch was
prior to a purchase, but you don’t know what drove the customer into action. Maybe it was
an offline marketing campaign or TV ad; SEM ad, SEO search; a newsletter, email, or online
banner ad; or a remarketing campaign. It is difficult to sort out which of those channels was
the crucial point of contact, particularly because consumer behaviors don’t align neatly with
our channel expectations.

Ultimately, you
must make sure
that the costs of
your individual
channels check
out from your
overall P&L
perspective.

To my mind, the best reason for attribution is to give you profit and loss (P&L) metrics on
individual digital channels. Ultimately, you must make sure that the costs of your individual channels check out from your overall P&L
perspective.
The goal of being data driven is understanding through your data who your best customers are. When you have that insight, so many
positive things can happen for your business—unless the information is buried in organizational silos. Then, your ability to leverage
customer data will be greatly inhibited.
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Beyond the Data
When it comes to building a data-driven organization, there
are three elements I view as paramount.
Data-driven people. You are looking for the elusive unicorn—
someone who loves to deep dive into data that explains things,
but who also sees data’s limits. It’s no easy find, but teams can
be built that balance those qualities.
At our annual mobile marketing conference this summer,
Malcolm Gladwell delivered his keynote on everything data
can’t tell us. Like context. Data can tell us what happens, and
maybe even how it happens, but it can’t tell us why it happens.
And that’s where your team comes in.

Peter
Hamilton
CEO,
TUNE
A digital marketer by background,
Peter Hamilton is CEO of TUNE,
the enterprise platform for mobile
marketing. Peter joined twin brothers
and co-founders Lucas and Lee
Brown in 2009 to unveil HasOffers,
the first Software as a Service for
performance marketers. As CEO,
Peter took TUNE’s first mobile
products to market in 2012, raised
$36.4 million through two rounds of
funding, and recently launched the
TUNE® Marketing Console, a gamechanging product for marketers
looking to achieve unparalleled
results from mobile.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Your marketing organization
needs to think about
which data can help drive
actionable decisions.
By measuring all actions
prior to conversion, you can
understand overlapping
channels that touch the
same audience, and figure
out which tend to drive more
awareness versus direct
sales.

Your marketing organization needs leaders that combine the
analytical and intuitive mindsets: they understand how to use data to build and scale predictable
results, but know that understanding the larger context has the greatest reward. A data-informed
(but not data-bound) leader completes the data story with information from customers and the
community, and develops the perspective to make better, bigger decisions.
Data collection. You need a strategy for collecting data that lets you learn how to best engage your
customers. For TUNE’s clients, that means identifying ways to gather all the key user information,
from the app installation experience to registration to purchase—every meaningful engagement.

You must distill, find, and recognize how
your marketing strategies are contributing
to your goals.
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Data is a commodity. And today, a marketer isn’t in the position to launch a campaign without
knowing what results are generated. We have access to an incredible amount of information,
from 30,000-foot views of how customers are interacting with campaigns down to insights on a
single transaction. Your marketing organization needs to think about which data can help drive
actionable decisions, and have systems in place to collect it in a privacy-conscious way.
The tricky thing about data collection is bringing it together in one place. If you have data
from multiple sources in multiple places, your marketing team won’t be able to make equal
comparisons on what action drove a specific result.
Data analysis. This is the hard part. You must distill, find, and recognize how your marketing
strategies are contributing to your goals, be it brand awareness and direct conversion or
acquisition and retention.
This would be easy if you had only one marketing strategy, one channel, and one goal. But
TUNE works with clients whose hugely robust omni-channel strategies require more than a
deterministic attribution model (pure cause and effect).
For instance, you might know that a consumer saw your ad; clicked another, related ad; and
viewed your Twitter post, all before downloading your mobile app. You have data to show that.
But what if you were running a TV campaign at the same time? How could you assign fractional
credit to the TV ad’s potential impact in combination with your online exposures? Without
probabilistically based algorithmic models to interpret the data, you couldn’t.

Many marketers
now use multitouch attribution
to better
understand
their customers’
relationship to
various channels.

Many marketers now use multi-touch attribution to better understand their customers’ relationship to various channels. By measuring
these “assists”—all actions prior to conversion—you can understand overlapping channels that touch the same audience, and figure
out which channels tend to drive more awareness versus which are better at driving direct sales. Depending on your goals, both are
vital. And by analyzing the patterns in each, you can decide what’s working, what’s not working, and how to scale your campaigns.
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There’s More to Data-Driven Marketing Than Technology
Advertisers are always looking for more data about the
effectiveness of their campaigns. Digital has accelerated
that search and provides new, valuable sources of data and
customer insight that organizations can act on in real time.
Most of the companies that we work with are going through
some level of digital transformation. Very few of them
have a completely optimized, integrated marketing and
analytics approach.

David S.
Tradewell
Senior Vice President,
Americas, Econsultancy
David Tradewell is a media and
marketing professional with almost 20
years of experience in digital platforms.
He joined Econsultancy in 2011 following
senior roles at News International,
AltaVista, and iCrossing. In his role as
senior vice president, Americas, David
helps businesses build digital capabilities
and implement transformation
programs. He has worked with dozens
of Fortune 500 businesses, including
Google, eBay, Toyota, Verizon, CocaCola, and Bank of America. He lives in
Brooklyn; plays guitar and drums; and
loves SCUBA diving, rugby, cricket, and
American football.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Many organizations have
yet to adopt an advanced
marketing and analytics
approach that yields a true,
single view of the customer.
Keeping your data analysts
separate from the marketing
department can help
to ensure data are not
manipulated specifically to
hit target metrics.

Many large companies still have a long way to go when it
comes to accurate attribution. Lots of them are still relying
on a last-click model. Earlier in my career, when I worked in
search engine marketing and SEO, we were very fortunate to
benefit from this. Clients spent a lot of money on the basis that
the last click before the purchase was invariably driven from search. Clearly any modern marketing
professional today knows that the real picture is more complex than that.
Rather worryingly, a lot of businesses don’t take into account the real user journey. Many of the big
technology and analytics suites come with the promise of delivering the Holy Grail of data-driven
marketing—the single view of the customer—some with varying levels of success. Invariably the
technology is very good, but the weak link is always human. Are people using the technology
correctly? Are they properly trained to do so? Do they have the skills needed to make the right
decisions? Often this is not the case.

Many large companies still have a long way to go when
it comes to accurate attribution.
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There’s More to Data-Driven Marketing Than Technology
When I met Sir Martin Sorrell at Advertising Week, he talked about how the future belongs as
much to the math men as it does to mad men. (When he’s referring to math men, he’s talking
about all the data scientists and the need to analyze data in real time). I thought that was
an interesting viewpoint, and it does give credence to the growing interest in the concept of
“data-driven” marketing. This theme has now become so ubiquitous that it’s hard to attend a
conference or seminar that doesn’t talk about it, but what I find most interesting is when data
is actually used to drive the creative process.
For example, a French brewing company had long known that people prefer to drink cold
beer in warm weather. (Quelle surprise!) They also found that in northern France, people
considered it warm when the temperature was above 20°C (68°F). In the South, it was 25°C
(77°F). Using those insights, the company created an algorithm that targeted and delivered
advertisements only to Internet users based on the right location, at the right temperature,
and at the right time of day for a cold beer. It’s a good example of how data and technology
are changing the way in which advertising is delivered.
My general advice, however, is that it’s not just about the technology. As human beings
we are hardwired to seek out shiny new tools that can perform tasks for us, yet an equally
important and often-overlooked part of creating a data-driven organization is the processes
that are in place within a business and the people who operate them.

Ideally, you
need to have an
independent
function for data
analytics that’s
separate from
the marketing
organization.

To get started, you need to create a culture in which you can test and learn. You need to align
the organization for using data specialists, and set them up so there’s no punishment for
telling the truth. It doesn’t matter how good a technology is, if the people aren’t trained to
use it effectively and aren’t given the processes or the structures to enable them to act on the
information they’re getting, then the results are going to be suboptimal.
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There’s More to Data-Driven Marketing Than Technology
The whole point of being a data-driven marketing organization is not just to analyze your
data but also to be able to act upon it. Ideally, you need to have an independent function
for data analytics that’s separate from the marketing organization. If you don’t, there’s a
tendency for the data to be misreported. Systems will be stretched and bent in terms of
the level of truth they report, especially if your departmental budget or your personal
compensation is tied into a measurement. If you don’t want to report that a channel isn’t
effective, because your budget is going to be cut, then there is a temptation to manipulate
the data. It’s human nature to cheat the system when there are direct consequences to you
of reporting bad news. That’s one reason why so many organizations are not really as datadriven in their marketing as they think they are.
This is a similar concept to the principle of Goodhart’s law: if you take a measurement and
turn it into a target, then it ceases to become an effective measurement. Albeit a lesson from
macroeconomics, it has some interesting parallels with the world of marketing. When
companies keep data analytics functions separate from the marketing group, they tend to get
more accurate information about the real business picture and what’s actually happening.
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The whole point
of being a
data-driven
marketing
organization
is not just to
analyze your data
but also to be
able to act
upon it.
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Successful Data-Driven Marketing Requires Successful Change Management
Today, marketers are using an ever-increasing number
of online, offline, and mobile channels to reach an everfragmented audience. These channels are creating an order of
magnitude more siloed and disparate marketing performance
data to collect, analyze, understand, and act upon. When
running large, multi-channel campaigns, determining
effectiveness and return on investment (ROI) can
get complicated.

Anto
Chittilappilly
Co-founder, President,
and CTO,
Visual IQ
Anto Chittilappilly is the co-founder,
president, and chief technology officer
of Visual IQ. He is a recognized expert
in marketing mix modeling, marketing
attribution management, and crosschannel marketing analytics. Prior to
co-founding Visual IQ, Anto served in
various technical and business roles at
Sun Microsystems, representing Sun
at several Java standards consortiums
to develop industry standards for data
analytics. Prior to Sun, Anto spent time
at Oracle as well as IRI, where he was
instrumental in building the world’s first
multi-dimensional database tools.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Truly successfully marketing
attribution adoption and
operationalization requires
an equally successful change
management program.
Extracting incremental
value from an attribution
solution will greatly help
encourage adoption and
lead to better long-term
results.

To prove marketing’s value, companies need a data-driven,
comprehensive, and actionable approach for measuring,
predicting, and improving marketing’s impact on revenue.
Advanced attribution helps provide the answer, leveraging
sophisticated science to quantify how every online and offline
channel and tactic contributes to overall marketing objectives, so marketers can make smarter
decisions that maximize ROI. As with any transformative technology, however, there are often
sizeable cultural, procedural, and technical chasms to be crossed prior to adoption. Here are a few
change management tips that have worked for many organizations:
• Empower an evangelist. Appoint someone within your organization to be the main point of
contact with your attribution provider. Operationalization needs to come from within
your organization. You can’t rely on a third-party partner to tell you how your business
should operate.

As with any transformative technology, there are often
sizeable cultural, procedural, and technical chasms to
be crossed prior to adoption.
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Successful Data-Driven Marketing Requires Successful Change Management

The evangelist should understand your internal marketing organization’s structure as well
as each team’s current objectives, key performance indicators (KPIs), planning schedules,
and incentives. He should then identify the appropriate currency of measurement and
optimization that will be used across teams. The evangelist should work with executives
and team leads to adopt organizational change and ensure that the appropriate levels of
training and platform access are provided.
• Restructure incentives. It’s common for marketing teams to operate in silos, but
this isolated approach leads to different KPIs and incentives for each team, which in
turn leads to fragmented, ineffective, and local optimization. Rather than building an
incentive program that encourages optimization only within channels, think about how
to restructure incentives in a way that encourages optimization across channels. For
example, it shouldn’t be viewed as a negative if a portion of one team’s budget needs to
be reallocated to a different team to optimize most effectively across all channels.
• Appoint platform experts. Identify the right individuals within your organization
to become the experts in the new technology. This should become part of their job
responsibility so they have time to refine their expertise. It’s not realistic to expect
everyone within your organization to learn every detail of the new platform. Instead, the
experts should be able to answer questions about how to use and interpret the data and
share that knowledge more widely. They should also be aware of new features within the
platform and determine how to leverage them within the organization.

Appointing
an evangelist,
restructuring
incentives,
and assigning
platform experts
will set you on
a path to faster
adoption.

Change doesn’t happen overnight, but operationalizing a new marketing technology doesn’t
have to be so difficult if you remove friction from the process. Appointing an evangelist,
restructuring incentives, and assigning platform experts will set you on a path to faster
adoption and ultimately better business results.
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Data-Driven Marketing Empowers Creative Marketing
The ultimate goal of marketing is to deliver the right message
to the right person in the right place at the right time.
Marketing organizations have been pursuing this goal for at
least a century, but achieving it is no simple matter. As Henry
Ford once said, he knew half of every dollar he spent on
advertising was wasted. He just didn’t know which half.

Michael
Schneider
Head of Web Analytics &
Trading,
CTS Eventim AG & Co. KGaA
Michael Schneider is head of web
analytics and trading at CTS Eventim
AG & Co. KGaA, the market leader for
the entertainment ticketing industry in
Europe. Using an integrated, data-driven
approach, he oversees the performance
and efficiency of the company and its
online marketing channels to optimize
the user experience. Prior to that,
Michael was with arvato Bertelsmann
as head of Data Intelligence in charge of
online marketing business intelligence,
analytics, and optimization.
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Key Lessons

1

Marketing is not like other
business operations. There
are creative elements,
and decisions are all too
often based on a “gut feel”
to incorporate the human
factor.

Marketing is not like other business operations. For instance,
financial management is all about numbers. Everything that
happens in finance can be quantified, so business managers
The data-driven marketing
clearly see what is happening. Traditional marketing is not like
organization is successful
that. There are creative elements, and decisions are all too
when it is truly able to
deliver the right message to
often based on a “gut feel” to incorporate the human factor.
the right person in the right
The challenge for a marketing organization is to find a way to
place at the right time.
become more measurable, so they can make more informed
decisions. This is the goal of data-driven marketing, which uses
tools to measure performance. How does a marketing organization become more data driven?

2

• Collect as much data as possible. Collecting and consolidating data is the first step, but doing
so is a challenge, because the more systems you have for tracking data, the more answers you
get. Two systems may tell two different stories. Collecting and analyzing large amounts of data
in a meaningful way requires some kind of truth strategy, part of which involves putting all
your data in one place, such as a data warehouse, so that it becomes a master data set equally
accessible to all analytical tools.

Collecting and analyzing large amounts of data in a
meaningful way requires some kind of truth strategy.
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Data-Driven Marketing Empowers Creative Marketing
• Adopt tools that enable the marketing department to use data without relying on the
IT department. The IT and marketing departments depend on each other, but they do
not always serve each other’s needs. IT is very process oriented. When the IT department
changes a website, it tests everything to make sure that nothing is broken. It ensures
security and stability. While important to the business, it’s also time consuming. In
today’s environment, marketing needs to be highly responsive. If data say a touchpoint is
underperforming and must be fixed or if the company needs to launch a new campaign
next week, marketing must have the tools, such as a tag management system, to be flexible
and respond quickly.
• Become more relevant to your customers across their whole journey. Increasingly, web
analytics services that analyze and optimize the journey on your website are becoming
commodity items, whereas marketing touchpoint analytics and optimization is rather
new for most organizations. Analytics tools can help you understand the whole customer
journey, while reducing the complexity of data sets at the same time. Scientific analytics and
optimization strategies can massively improve decision-making processes, reduce risks, and
reveal hidden insights of value. Analyzing the entire customer journey at a granular level
requires scientific attribution models that properly weigh each customer touchpoint. Doing
this work well is not easy, especially for companies that have a complex mix of online and
offline touchpoints.

You need people
on your team
with different
skills than before:
deep technical
knowledge and
an analytical
mindset are the
most important,
as a fool with a
tool is still a fool.

• Invest in great data analysts with deep technical knowledge. The main purpose of
advanced analytics tools and algorithms isn’t to replace humans, but to support their
decision making. As marketing becomes more data-driven, more elements become
automated. Segmenting populations of your customers for effective and targeted marketing
requires technology that makes large amounts of data handy while reducing complexity.
It takes a good data analyst to cope with this complexity and use these tools effectively so
that you can leverage the data you collect. This also means you need people on your team with different skills than before:
deep technical knowledge and an analytical mindset are the most important, as a fool with a tool is still a fool.
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Data-Driven Marketing Empowers Creative Marketing
Collecting, understanding, and acting on data – and then using data to prove the
results of those actions – constitute the role of a data-driven marketing organization.
The promise, however, is a new working relationship between data-driven and creative
marketing that makes both stronger. Marketing consists of both: creativity and data!
Without great ideas, you still won’t win the game! By tying both elements together, the
data-driven marketing organization will truly be able to deliver the right message to the
right person in the right place at the right time.
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understanding,
and acting on
data – and then
using data to
prove the results
of those actions
– constitute the
role of a datadriven marketing
organization.
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The Relationship Between Businesses and Their Data Is Changing
Although the ultimate goal of a marketing strategy hasn’t
changed, the ability to collect, analyze, and act on data quickly
is changing everything. Regardless of your role in a marketing
strategy, the only thing that really matters is your customers’
experience with your brand. The important thing is not what
you do for the brand, but whether the customer is having a
good brand experience.

Kyle
Lacy
Head of Marketing Strategy,
OpenView Venture Partners
Kyle Lacy is head of marketing strategy
for OpenView, a venture capital firm
based in Boston. His team is tasked
with creating and distributing content
that helps drive digital marketing and
sales success in companies all over
the world. Before joining OpenView,
Kyle led the global content marketing
team at ExactTarget and the Salesforce
Marketing Cloud, managing content in
five countries and more than $15 million
in the pipeline per quarter. He is also the
author of three books, Twitter Marketing
for Dummies, Social CRM for Dummies,
and Branding Yourself.
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Key Lessons

1
2

Data-driven marketing gives
you information you can use
to proactively optimize the
customer experience.
The best approach is just
to start doing it. It may not
be perfect, but over time,
you can move to a more
sophisticated attribution
model that drives better
returns for your business.

Data-driven marketing gives you information you can use
to proactively optimize the customer experience. A brand
marketer may not feel that data is his or her job, but if you are
a brand marketer focused on the customer experience and you
don’t understand exactly why customers are interacting with
your brand—something data will tell you—then you’re likely
to lose your job to a rocket scientist from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. That person may not know much about brand marketing, but he or she
can figure from the data what’s influencing customer behavior.
The ability to collect and analyze data is pushing businesses to use it differently. I often think of a
quote from David Walmsley, a smart digital marketing guy in the retail space, who said, “We must
move from numbers keeping score to numbers that drive better actions.” The relationship between
business managers and their data is one that’s becoming less reactive and more proactive.

The relationship between business managers and
their data is one that’s becoming less reactive and
more proactive.
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The Relationship Between Businesses and Their Data Is Changing
To build a data-driven marketing organization, you must begin with two cornerstones:
• Technology that works and that you can manage. This includes business, process, and
analytics technologies that are usable and provide practical benefit to daily operations.
• Clean data. Clean data in the context of marketing is current data. This can be current
customer relationship management data and the most recent interactions your customers
have with content assets. In a retail environment, it can be a customer’s last 10 transactions,
cart abandonment information, social data, and other touchpoint information.
You cannot do really great data-driven marketing without lead weighting and channel
attribution. You need to be able to score what each referral and each persona is bringing into
the business. Attribution not only helps from a content optimization perspective, but also
provides valuable information for budgeting and deciding where to allocate marketing dollars.
For it really to work, however, you need something more than first- and last-click attribution.
You need to be able to score all your channels. If someone visits a company blog, downloads
an e-book and several white papers, and talks to a rep six different times, you need to be able
to score all that, and you need to be able to scale that scoring across thousands or hundreds
of thousands of customers. There’s no standard approach to scoring all the different points
of contact, and solutions may vary depending on what kind of business you are engaged
in, whether it’s business-to-business, business-to-consumer, or some hybrid model. The best
approach is just to start doing it. It may not be perfect, but over time, you can move to a more
sophisticated attribution model that drives better returns for your business.
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You cannot do
really great datadriven marketing
without lead
weighting
and channel
attribution.
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Hire a Good Analyst
Companies have been collecting and storing more and more
data in recent years, and this trend is going to continue.
Although analyzing all those data requires technology
investment and effort, having more data is better than having
less. Companies that track everything need to recognize that
when they decide to analyze and use all those data, it will take
time to develop the tools and techniques to do it well.

Amiy
Chatley
Marketing and Research
Analytics Manager,
Everline
Amiy Chatley is an attribution analyst
who has a passion for marketing and
data. With a background consisting
of four years in attribution and three
years in robotics research, she brings an
interesting twist to everyday analysis.
Working with visualization tools such
as Adobe Analytics and Tableau, her
data-driven arts degrees allow for
creation of engaging methods of data
communication. Amiy’s stance is the
more data you have, the bigger the gems
you can find.
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Although analyzing large
quantities of data requires
technology investment and
effort, having more data is
better than having less.

2

Many companies are
The first step in moving to more data-driven operations is to
inundated with data, but
hire a really good analyst who can look at data from different
engaging a good data
angles to find patterns and connections. In my experience, the
analyst early will solve
best analysts are people who have an operations or business
some fundamental datacollection problems.
background and learn analytics, rather than pure numbers
people. Pure numbers people often have a set view about how
they should look at the numbers, but people who have more
diverse business backgrounds are more likely to ask different kinds of questions and look at the
numbers in different ways. A good analyst can do a lot with less-than-ideal data sets or even
lower-quality data. Many companies are inundated with data, but employing a good data analyst
early will solve some fundamental data-collection problems. An analyst will be able to determine
which data are valuable and how to look at them to answer important business questions. The
goal is to be able to look at your data from a fresh perspective.

In my experience, the best analysts are people who
have an operations or business background and learn
analytics, rather than pure numbers people.
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Hire a Good Analyst
With a good analyst in place, the next challenge is to give the analyst good data. It is
important to collect data into one place, such as a data warehouse, especially if the data are
coming from different sources and tech platforms. A single repository makes it possible to
use a single analytic tool to look at all the data, so you can gain a more holistic view of what is
happening through the operations and all the different channels.
The most effective path to gaining this more holistic view of channel performance and
customer touchpoints is adopting an attribution solution. Implementing attribution can be
challenging: it typically involves creating a proof of concept, which means building a complete
model and running it long enough to collect enough data to prove that it works. Reaching this
point can take months.
In my business model, every customer creates an account as soon as that customer expresses
interest in us (which is early in our engagement with him or her). This account enables us to
create a perfect record of that customer engagement, whether it is occurring from a mobile
device, a desktop computer, or a phone conversation. We always know exactly who logged in
using what type of devices.
For us, when we have customer registration, we are able to track closely what they do, so
tracking early engagement is not a high priority for us. Still, there is only so much data you
can process manually. At some point, an attribution model will be useful for analyzing that
activity. I prefer an algorithmic solution over a rules-based solution, as long as it is based on
a defined algorithm so that I can see the precept. As an analyst, it makes me nervous when I
don’t know what my algorithm is doing for me.

I prefer an
algorithmic
solution over
a rules-based
solution, as long
as it is based
on a defined
algorithm so
that I can see the
precept.

There are many approaches to becoming a more data-driven organization. Finding the right
way for any business begins with finding a good analyst.
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How to Ramp Up Data-Driven Marketing the Right Way
Data-driven marketing is on everyone’s lips, but not every
organization has jumped on the bandwagon, primarily because
they do not know how to start. Data-oriented professionals
who can design, implement, maintain, and analyze data-driven
models are missing in these companies. In many cases, missing
data (or the lack of data-mining skills) and data silos prevent
them from getting on track. In fact, data-driven marketing is
directly and unalterably linked with big data and analytics.

Maximilian H.
Nierhoff
Online Marketing Analyst,
Parfümerie Douglas GmbH
Maximilian H. Nierhoff is an analyst who
has more than 5 years of experience
managing online marketing channels
and digital analytics. After studying
economics, cultural activities, and
creative industries, he started building
online marketing departments and
realized quickly that future-marketing
forces should also have programming
knowledge. He has always been
passionate about everything related to
data, marketing, and customer journey
analysis and specializes in using R, his
first-choice language for programming,
data science, and analysis capabilities.
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So, how can your organization start moving toward datadriven marketing and thus make the right decisions in
the future? The answer: Ramp up and nurture a
data-driven culture.

Key Lessons

1
2

You must build the right
team before you can start
worrying about processes
and technology.
With the right people in
place, you can begin to
merge your data silos and
build your technology
stack.

• Find your way. First, define your master plan. The essential building blocks are technically
savvy, analytical employees; consolidated and meaningful data sets; and the right
technology stack.
• Put people first. Shape a suitable marketing team. Your team comes before data processing
and building your tool set. Most marketing departments are home to many creative people
who mostly make intuitive decisions. To avoid biased decisions, institute a simple system of A/B
testing, which delivers better, data-driven results.
• Data beats intuition. Now, it is time to hire the number crunchers. These people need to be
able to gather and process data as well as recognize and interpret patterns. Most important,
however, they need to ask the right questions. Furthermore, they should master an appropriate
programming language, have base knowledge of statistics, and possess strong analytical skills.

Data-driven marketing is directly and unalterably
linked with big data and analytics.
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How to Ramp Up Data-Driven Marketing the Right Way
Combining the data workers with the present marketing staff, it is possible to make dataspecific, creative decisions that will take your marketing performance to the next level:
• Know your data. Most companies are hoarding vast amounts of data. All too often, these
continuously growing data mountains are in different silos and difficult to connect. In
addition, because they have no data experts, many organizations do not know the real
value of all the precious data they have. Therefore, merge your silos in a meaningful way in
one place. Initially, you have only big data. To gather information, you need to ask the right
questions. Discovering answers in your data leads to knowledge and new insights: this is
acting data smart.
• Build your technology stack. You have come full circle. To analyze the data you have and
gain deep insights from them, your new marketing team needs to work with the right
tools. These tools need to generate a picture of the whole customer journey. No matter
what the business model, marketers need to know which touchpoints have the greatest
impact on the desired outcome.
Now, attribution comes into the game. Originally developed from the psychological
attribution theory, marketing attribution tries to quantify the value of each touchpoint in
the customer journey. Last touch wins was the prevailing attribution model for a long time,
meaning that the last touchpoint was therefore most important. This is absolutely not
contemporary. With the right tool, complete data, and the marketing number crunchers,
modern attribution models like probabilistic or even dynamically weighed attribution are
in reach.

No matter
what the
business model,
marketers need
to know which
touchpoints
have the greatest
impact on the
desired outcome.

With this knowledge, you can optimize your marketing efforts to create the best return and
make your marketing organization truly data driven.
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Analysis to Action
A few years ago, my former company created a display
ad retargeting solution. The company wanted it to track
impressions, clicks that indicated interest, and conversions. It
wanted the metrics it shared to align with those goals.

Arjun Dev
Arora
Co-founder,
Immediately
Arjun Dev Arora is the co-founder of
Immediately, a mobile application
that enables sales people to focus on
building meaningful relationships.
Previously, he founded ReTargeter, an
Inc. 500 fastest-growing company in
2013 that was acquired in 2015. He has
also worked as the head of business
development for Yahoo! Real Estate
and was an investment banker as
well. He is a notable angel investor
and advisor to various startups.
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Attribution was absolutely core to measuring the effectiveness
of those efforts. The organization tracked everything—where
site traffic came from, what drove it, etc. The company put
a premium on insights that could actually change the way
it did things. It was aware that there were numerous points
of possible attribution: a single channel rarely leads to a
conversion. Therefore, understanding the influences within and
across multiple channels was critical.

Key Lessons

1
2

Focus on insights that will
lead to operational change.
Data-driven marketing is
about transparency. If you
don’t share data and let
it drive business results,
you might as well not even
collect it.

At the time, of course, marketers did not have as much technology to track and measure all the
multi-channel interactions they would have liked, but that’s changing. Today, as organizations
move beyond basic last-click and other traditional attribution methods, marketers are growing
much more comfortable with algorithmic and probabilistic attribution models.
If I were to give someone advice about creating a data-driven marketing organization, it would be:
• Get organizational commitment. Philosophical alignment from the top down is the first order
of business.

One goal of data-driven marketing is to ensure that
data are captured and shared with the organization
at large and with its partners.
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Analysis to Action
• Set up the infrastructure. Implement the right tools and solutions for data capture in a
way that is as frictionless as possible for the end user. Make the effort up front to select
the right tools and solutions to capture data as effortlessly as possible.
• Determine your core metrics. Figure out what you most want to measure and
understand. Instrument your systems such that you can track all the way through monthly
recurring revenue, average customer lifetime value, or whatever else is important. Nonobvious or tangentially important metrics—Twitter engagements, for example—can also
be crucial. Avoid gathering non-actionable data.
One goal of data-driven marketing is to ensure that data are captured and shared with the
organization at large and its partners. Data transparency is vital. Dashboards are one way to
achieve that; weekly meetings and other kinds of structured points of communication also
are important.

Philosophical
alignment from
the top down is
the first order of
business.

Be creative. We actually installed TV screens throughout the building, displaying various
metrics that the organization tracks for anyone to see.
Ultimately, data-driven marketing is about transparency and letting the organization
synthesize data to drive business results. If you aren’t sharing your data, you might as well
not even collect it.
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Finding Your Data’s True Story with the Right Attribution Method
To build a data-driven marketing organization, you have to
grant marketing full access to the data systems it needs. This
way, marketing staff can put the correct tracking in place,
collect their data in a central repository, and access the
necessary information to do their work. One way to do this is
by implementing new internal operational systems that can
provide access to a broader set of people in the company.

Woody
Meachum
Group Director,
Digital Strategy,
OMD
Woody Meachum serves as group
director, digital strategy at OMD, where
he is responsible for leading the planning
and execution of programs focused on
impactful and measurable results to
positively affect his client’s brands and
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the digital strategies for State Farm, H&R
Block, SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment,
BMO Harris Bank, and the Illinois Lottery.
He also oversaw the digital analytics
practice for three years at OMD-Chicago,
creating measurement strategies for
multiple clients.
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Key Lessons

1
2

You must start by defining
your organizational goals;
KPIs can flow from
those goals.
The attribution method you
choose can make a huge
difference in how well you
understand your data.

Another way is to restructure your organizational key
performance indicators (KPIs). First, you have to establish
the goals for your organization, which will then lead to the
actual metrics and KPIs that are used to measure progress
toward those organizational goals. Start with a set of hypotheses that then will inform the
data structure so that the data you’re capturing is useful and serves your goals. This provides
holistic business alignment.
Attribution also plays a huge role in adopting a data-driven marketing strategy. There are
essentially four attribution methods. The first is last-ad, which is widely used. When you get into
the multi-touch attribution space, you have the even method, in which you give the same amount
of weight to every touchpoint. Then, you have rules-based weighting, in which you arbitrarily assign
a weight to each touchpoint.
The last method, which a lot of the major software platforms in our industry use, is algorithmic.
I find the algorithmic method of attribution the most accurate because it uses science to assign
fractional credit to all of the touchpoints that contribute to a conversion.

I find the algorithmic method of attribution the
most accurate.
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Finding Your Data’s True Story with the Right Attribution Method
Five years ago, we were working with a client that embraced last ad, so it put a lot of weight
into the last touch that led a customer into the conversion. The client was spending a lot of
money on paid search. I noticed the TV weight and asked why we weren’t buying digital
video as well, so we bought digital video.
When we created our first set of dashboards for the client, they thought the digital video
wasn’t driving any conversions. I pointed out that our engagement rates showed that a lot of
people were watching the ads and clicking through to our site. I explained that this trend was
likely influencing conversions, but the client insisted that our analytics told us none of those
people were converting. They cut digital video from the plan.
The next year, I recommended that we buy digital video again but that this time, we should
also bring in an algorithmic attribution system to show the true results of our efforts. We
were able to show that people who were exposed to digital video had a four times greater
likelihood of converting than people who did not. This proved to the client that there was
top-of-funnel benefit to running the digital video. From this experience, we learned that if you
only look at the last touchpoint, you’re missing the whole story.
We kept digital video on the plan and started using it as an incremental reach channel above
TV, because we also found that the demographics of the people who were responding to the
videos were a lot younger than those people who responded to TV. We said, “Those are your
new customers. That’s where your new customer base is coming from. It’s this digital video
exposure.” That helped us drive the overall macro-strategy that, as far as I know, is still in
use today.
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From this
experience,
we learned
that if you only
look at the last
touchpoint,
you’re missing
the whole story.
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An Exciting Time for Marketers
My company has been talking internally with our IT and data
people, strategists, product operations manager, and a host of
others about the customer journey. How, we’ve been asking,
can advanced data-driven marketing help us better engage our
banking customers?

Michele
Elrod
Head of Marketing,
Regions Bank
Michele Elrod provides strategic
marketing direction and management
as the head of marketing for Regions
Bank. A graduate of MOMENTUM,
the Birmingham Women’s Leadership
Program, and The J. Mack Robinson
College of Business Executive
Program for Advanced Leadership
Development, she is the recipient of
the 2014 Outstanding Alumna Award
in Advertising from the University of
Alabama and was recognized by the
Birmingham Business Journal as a top
CMO in the C-Suite Awards.

The discussions have led to a complete rebuild of our
marketing technology stack. We’ve rethought how our
database is organized and what should be in it. We are building
a new business intelligence database, known as our insights
platform. We’ve added new campaign management and
optimization tools to coordinate and broker campaigns across
our channels.

Key Lessons

1
2

The primary goal is
understanding which
investments contribute
most to conversions.
There has never been a time
when marketing was better
positioned to make
a difference.

In addition, we’ve hired an outside firm to analyze our marketing, sales, and media investment
data. That firm does a lot of work around algorithmic modeling that helps us understand how our
media mix is performing, giving us insights for adjusting within campaigns.
The goal of all these efforts is to understand, incrementally, which of our investments are
contributing most to conversions. Obviously, this goes well beyond the traditional last-click
attribution model. We know that when a customer clicks a display ad, and then opens an account,
it’s not the whole story. That customer might be exposed to three other marketing touchpoints
before that. If so, we need to know.

Fundamentally, a scientific attribution-based
marketing strategy eliminates a lot of guesswork.
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An Exciting Time for Marketers
Fundamentally, a scientific attribution-based marketing strategy eliminates a lot of guesswork.
If we understand conversion factors earlier in the event stream, we become more effective and
efficient at assembling our media mix. And we probably save money.
Capturing and using the right pieces of data to measure your sales impacts and incremental
contributions is imperative. This is especially true if your organization is shifting marketing from
an expense to a revenue generator.
In summary, here’s my advice for becoming more data driven:
• Think incrementally. First, quantify and assess the data you already have. Then, focus your
early efforts on improving things you’re already doing. From there, move on.
• Engage customers. We are very customer-centric and believe strongly that developing
trusted customer relationships is more important than simply selling services. That attitude
has a powerful influence on our marketing approach.
• Don’t think it’s all about data. Becoming data driven isn’t just about collecting everincreasing depths of information. It is about using data intelligently to conduct more
frequent and in-depth measurements. In the end, it’s about better strategies.
This is a challenging time for marketers. Consumers have instant access to many alternatives.
If your company is to become a consumer’s top choice, marketing will be the difference maker,
but you will have to constantly examine and reexamine your data set and adjust your strategic
priorities. There simply is no end to this in the digital world.
Conversely, I think this probably is the most exciting period in history to be a marketer. The
data, the science, and the new approaches to marketing that we can bring to bear today give us
greater opportunities than ever to really make a difference.

Becoming data
driven is not just
about collecting
ever-increasing
depths of
information.
It’s about using
data intelligently
to conduct
more frequent
and in-depth
measurements.

The opinions expressed in the essay are statements of the author’s opinion, are intended only for informational purposes, and are not formal opinions
of, nor binding on Regions Bank, its parent company, Regions Financial Corporation and their subsidiaries, and any representation to the contrary is
expressly disclaimed.
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You Must Rule By the Numbers
Since joining Weekendesk, my mission has been to optimize
customer acquisition by strengthening our digital marketing
strategy. To accomplish that, I have taken the following steps:

Key Lessons

1

When optimizing your
engagement strategy, you
must rule by the numbers.

1. Develop a data-centric approach to decision making.
When optimizing your engagement strategy, you must rule
by the numbers. In other words, you must understand the
When you have the data for
numbers from your analytic solution as well as the numbers
each channel and a deep
analytical understanding
from each acquisition channel. You have to clean your data,
of the data, you must stop
which may be coming from older web analytics and customer
using last-click attribution.
relationship management solutions that predate your
marketing analytics solution. You must make sure that your
data are clean before you can gain deep visibility into the numbers related to all your channels,
even if you are not managing every channel internally.

2
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2. Dive into each acquisition channel. When you have visibility into the metrics from all your
channels, you must conduct a deep-dive analysis of each acquisition channel to understand clickthrough rates, conversion rates, attribution values, and channel costs through metrics such as cost
per mille, cost per click, and cost per action. Such an analysis of each acquisition channel gives you
a clear view of the actual cost and effectiveness of each channel.
3. Stop using last-click attribution. When you have the data for each channel and a deep
analytical understanding of the data, you must stop using last-click attribution. Based on a recent
survey conducted in the French markets, 79 percent of advertisers are using last click.

Develop a data-centric approach to decision
making.
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You Must Rule By the Numbers
This rate is comparable to other European countries and countries around the world,
including the United States. Last click does not allow you to see the different touchpoints that
lead up to final conversion. To do that, you have to follow from the first touchpoint to the
last touchpoint. Many web analytics solutions, such as Google Analytics, do not allow you to
track this information. You need to have multi-touchpoint attribution so you can understand
the contribution of each channel and how display advertising affects it.
Many kinds of attribution models exist. I favor a U model, which allows you to assign weights
to the first and last clicks and lesser weights to the many different touchpoints in between.
This model seems to work well for many businesses because it is easy to personalize for
different business practices. We are also testing an algorithmic attribution solution side by
side with our current model to see how it performs.
It takes time to become more data driven in this way. When my organization decided to
implement an attribution model, it took three or four months for us to really understand the
data we needed and to build the model to the point where we could make decisions based
on the attribution analysis. Then, it took another two or three months to refine the model
and become fully functional. In the end, it took us about six months from the time we started
to the time we were using the attribution model day to day.
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In the end, it
took us about six
months from the
time we started
to the time we
were using the
attribution
model day to day.
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True but Not Actionable : Improving Performance Through Holistic Attribution
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If you knew exactly to whom you were talking, what would
you say?

Key Lessons

That question sits at the heart of a data-driven
marketing strategy.

1

You certainly wouldn’t say the same thing to everyone or the
same thing over and over to the same person. Yet that’s just
what happens when marketing lacks a foundation in data. With
a proper data foundation in place, the potential for crafting
communications and experiences that people actually
enjoy is limitless.

2

Use a data-led
understanding of the
real interactions people
have with your brand to
create a fluid, sequenced
set of messages that are
intelligently delivered
based on where the user is in
his or her journey.
The only way to improve the
performance of a sequenced
journey is to have a holistic
attribution solution in
place that helps you value
the contribution of the
elements in your portfolio.

As a person who has spent his career working on the
agency side of the business, I have been part of countless
presentations that revealed and explained a beautiful customer
journey diagram detailing how a mythical set of personas
interacted with a brand over time. Here’s the thing, though:
those diagrams were all thought exercises, grounded in not
much more than syndicated research and a few interviews. They were directionally true but not
at all actionable. We were describing an ideal outcome we hoped would happen with no way to
actually make it happen.

With a proper data foundation in place, the potential
for crafting communications and experiences that
people actually enjoy is limitless.
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True but Not Actionable : Improving Performance Through Holistic Attribution

Just a few years later, it’s entirely possible to use a data-led understanding of the real
interactions people have with your brand to create a fluid, sequenced set of messages that are
intelligently delivered based on where the user is in his or her journey. We strive to create a
system that aspires to deliver the next right piece of communication based on what we know
about the person receiving the message.
This approach means that as marketers, we’re making many more creative assets than we
used to and relying on ever more targeted forms of media distribution. Simply determining
what “worked” is too simple: the truth is that many things are working together over time—
the sequence of messages, the media environment, the context of the user at any moment in
time. The only way to improve the performance of a sequenced journey is to have a holistic
attribution solution in place that helps you value the contribution of the elements in
your portfolio.
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what “worked”
is too simple:
the truth is that
many things are
working together
over time.
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Goodbye Big Data , Hello Smart Data
In data-driven marketing, the biggest challenge is not
collecting data as much as it is effectively using and monetizing
the data you have. In addition, much of the data that marketing
organizations gather are either incomplete or incorrect and
channel specific, with each marketing channel considered
individually. To get the big picture of all marketing activities
and a detailed performance overview, marketing attribution is
essential. In short, goodbye big data, hello smart data!

Jan Carsten
Kuhnke
Co-Founder and CEO,
catchyou® GmbH
A true digital native, Jan Carsten
Kuhnke entered the online world in
Germany in 1988. When the Internet
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Jan is the Co-Founder and CEO of
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held roles at cOmVoice NetSolutions,
Philipp und Keuntje GmbH, and
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Key Lessons

1

Appropriate marketing
attribution is essential for
analyzing user behavior,
which can be used to predict
how to engage with your
prospects and increase
performance.

Last-click attribution is still one of the most commonly used
Clearly define your goals,
types of marketing attribution. With it, the entire conversion
and choose your relevant
value is attributed to the last touch, with all other touchpoints
data segments, attribution
ignored. In the search channel, for example, this approach
model, and information
places virtually no value on generic keywords because such
wisely.
keywords are more expensive than branded keywords and
often do not generate conversions. Studies show, however, that
these generic keywords pave the way for conversions that eventually take place. Through more
advanced marketing attribution methodologies, brands can recognize the importance of these
extremely valuable keywords in the entire conversion process.

2

Going a step further to look at a company’s marketing mix, attribution should be at the center
of all marketing activities. By analyzing the synergies among all your marketing channels and
tactics within the conversion process and assigning a certain value to each, more efficient budget
allocation is made possible, resulting in the generation of more leads, sales, and revenue.

In data-driven marketing, the biggest challenge is not
collecting data as much as it is effectively using and
monetizing the data you have.
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Goodbye Big Data , Hello Smart Data
Marketing attribution is a discipline that shows the combination of channels and tactics
that works for the audience that is relevant for your business model. The attribution model
analyzes user behavior, and your goal should be to use the output of that analysis to predict
how to engage with your prospects.
The core task in becoming a data-driven marketing organization is to analyze your data to
determine which are actually applicable to helping achieve your defined goals. Quantity is not
quality. Through the right attribution model, you can target smaller, more defined segments
that give individually defined key performance indicators (KPIs) a substantial growth spurt.
Based on the results and your experience, you can build new sources of information step by
step. That way, you can comprehend and, more importantly, prove which data would lead to
increased performance at any time.
From my experience, I know how tempting it can be to try to use all possible data from your
analytical tools to try to get a boost in marketing performance, but this approach is
not advisable.
My advice? Clearly define your goals, and choose your relevant data segments, attribution
model, and information wisely.
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The core task in
becoming a datadriven marketing
organization
is to analyze
your data to
determine which
are actually
applicable to
helping achieve
your defined
goals.
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ADVANCED MARKETING AT TRIBUTION DEFINED
Default marketing measurement standards rely on last click or subjective, rules-based methods that handicap marketers by giving all the
conversion credit to the last touchpoint, or by arbitrarily assigning weights to each interaction based on chronology alone.
Advanced attribution offers a far superior approach. Using sophisticated mathematical models, advanced attribution scientifically calculates and
fractionally assigns conversion credit to every touchpoint and attribute (ad size, placement, publisher, chronology, etc.) experienced by every
converter and non-converter across all channels. The result: a truly holistic, accurate view of marketing performance.

ADVANCED ATTRIBUTION:

ALGORITHMIC
converters &
non-converters

Convert
14%

28%

24%

Includes every available
touchpoint (online, offline
& across devices)

34%
Non-Convert

Calculates the impact of
every single touchpoint
& attribute

Convert
38%
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Placement

Measures & predicts highvalue audience segments

49%

Match Type
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Keyword

38%
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13%

Header

Product

Creative
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Creative
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49%
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